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The Yellow Garden

Acrylic on ceramic plate, 8 in. diameter
Original artwork with Lucila Garcia

2017

This mandala plate painting exhibits symbols and patterns showing different

elements of nature. The nucleus is surrounded by four lotus flowers in a yellow

pond flanked by koi fish swimming in rippling water.
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Waves of Life

Acrylic on ceramic plate, 8 in. diameter
2017

These various visualizations of sea waves are inspired by traditional Greek designs

and patterns. The mandala plate painting follows the dynamic flow of water as

interpreted by the curved and diagonal lines.
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Sun and Grace

Acrylic on ceramic plate, 12 in. diameter
Original artwork with Dr. Lutze Sol Vidal

2016

Using a brilliant palette of the colors of the sarimanok, this okir-inspired mandala

plate design seeks to convey royalty, elegance, and flair. This is how the artist views

the deep roots of artistry in our islands.
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Glow of Youth

Acrylic on capiz plate, 12 in. diameter
Original artwork with Bernadette Herrera

2018

As part of a set of three paintings done on capiz, Glow of Youth is inspired by the

ideas of flight, dreams, and aspirations that accompany the notions of youth.
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The Woman Within
Acrylic on capiz plate, 12 in. diameter

2018

As part of a set of three paintings done on capiz,

The Woman Within is a reflection on maturity, introspection,

and finding the purpose of one’s journey in life.
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Woman of Wisdom
Acrylic on capiz plate, 12 in. diameter

Original artwork with Bert and Noni Basilio
2018

As part of a set of three paintings done on capiz, Woman of Wisdom is a contemporary

take on the babaylan who has control over night and day. She represents power and

strength originating from her boundless wisdom.
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